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The areas of significant correlation highly overlap with regions

traditionally linked to speech and language processing and are

consistent with being part of the ventral (speech recognition) pathway

of the dual-stream models [5]. In particular, these findings are spatially

and spectrally consistent with the neural substrates of phonological

processing [6,7]. We propose that increased RS power in auditory

cortices and left perisylvian region can partly explain improved

resilience to noise.

Resting-state (RS) brain activity has been shown to be predictive of

both behavior and task-related brain activation [1,2]. Here, we

investigated whether individual variation in RS-MEG activity is

predictive of recognition performance for single words presented in

noise in a group of 89 participants made available as part of the

Human Connectome Project [3].

Figure 1. A. Normalised voxelwise power at each 1Hz frequency bin.

B. Normalized voxelwise power averaged across each (k=6) frequency cluster.

Within-subject means of voxelwise power in each frequency cluster

was correlated with deconfounded WIN score (mean=0, range=-2.3 to

2.4 dB signal-to-noise ratio). Permutation testing (10000 permutations)

was used to determine significance of correlations (p<.05), familywise

error-corrected for multiple comparisons. RS activity was predictive of

WIN performance in two adjacent frequency ranges (Fig. 3, Table 1). In

both the high-β (21-29Hz) and low-γ (30-40Hz) bands, we observed a

positive association between amplitude of spontaneous oscillatory

activity and resilience to noise-induced breakdown of intelligibility.

In order to ensure specificity of our analysis to Words-In-Noise

(WIN) [4] recognition, we regressed out scores on a battery of

cognitive and behavioural measures (132, also made available as

part of the HCP) (Fig. 2). PCA was used to avoid overfitting in the

regression to reduce dimensionality of the set of confounds (mean-

centered and Gaussianised). 25 PCs explaining 80% of the

variance were entered the regression.
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Figure 3. Axial and surface view of the correlation clusters.
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Table 1. Loci of significant correlations between RS brain activity and 

WIN. Peak effect at each frequency band is highlighted.

Power spectral density of source-reconstructed standardized time

series of RS-MEG recordings (~15min/subject) was calculated for

each of 3559 source points for the range 1-40Hz in 1Hz bins (Fig.

1A). Frequency bins were clustered according to similarity of spatial

distribution of normalised power, using k-means (k=6; Fig. 1B).
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Figure 2. Behavioural specificity analysis. X-axis: confounds (n=132); y-axis: 

WIN SNR-confound correlation coefficient. SNR = signal-to-noise ratio;

EFs = executive functions; WM = working memory. Note: higher WIN SNR 

indicates lower resilience to noise.
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